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Abstract--ln this paper, Jacobi matrix polynomials are introduced, starting from the hyper- 
geometric matrix function. The differential equation satisfied by them is presented. A Rodrigues' 
formula, orthogonality, and a three terms matrix recurrence relationship are then developed for Jacobi 
matrix polynomials. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal matrix polynomials comprise an emerging field of study, with important results in 
both theory and applications continuing to appear in the literature. Generalization of the concept 
of orthogonality from the scalar case has been considered in different ways [1-5], and develop- 
ment of other extensions, such as a Rodrigues'-type formula [6], a second-order Sturm-Liouville 
differential equation [6], or a three-term recurrence [7,8], for example, continue to emerge as 
they are uncovered. Applications of matrix polynomials also grow, and active areas in recent 
literature include statistics, group representation theory [9], scattering theory [10], differential 
equations [11,12], Fourier series expansions [13], interpolation and quadrature [14,15], splines [16], 
and medical imaging [7]. 
In the scalar case, the Jacobi polynomials {P(a'b)(x)}n~=O form a two parameter family with 
a > -1  and b > -1. One way of defining these polynomials is by an explicit formula such as [17] 
P(a'b)(x)=~-~k~= ° ;)b)(x- i) ' (x+ (1) 
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Then, they are shown to satisfy a second-order differential equation 
(1 - x ~) y"(x) + [b - a - (a - b + 2) x] y'(x)  + n(n  + a + b + 1)y(x)  = 0, (2) 
and a Rodrigues-type formula 
P(a'b)(X) = (--l)nn!2n (1- x)-a(l -I- x)-bd--~ [(I -- X)a+n(l -I- X) b+n] . (3) 
Orthogonality, 
f ~ (1 - z)~(1 + x)bP2'b) (z)P2'b)(z) d~ = O, 
1 
n ~- m, (4) 
may be deduced from (2) (a self-adjoint form is helpful), then used to construct a three-term 
recurrence relation 
2n(n + a + b)(2n + a + b - 2)P(a'b)(x) 
= (2n + a + b - 1) [ (2 .  + a + b)(2n + a + b - 2)x + .2  _ b2] p~) (~)  (5) 
As well, one of the special cases of interest above ((1)-(5)) comes about with the choice a -- 
b = -1/2 ,  the Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x). 
The outline analogous to (1)-(5) above is followed in establishing structures for Jacobi matrix 
polynomials, below. It is well recognized in the field, however, that the noncommutativity of 
matrix multiplication usually results in development of matrix analogs that does not have the 
relative simplicity found in the scalar situation. It is important, of course, to ensure that matrix 
generalizations do, indeed, collapse to appropriate scalar cases when the matrices involved are 
taken to have order one. Scalar instances of the matrix Jacobi development below are noted 
throughout. 
This paper, then, is concerned with matrix polynomials 
Pn(x) = Anx n + A,~-lx n-1 + ...  + A lx  + Ao 
in which the coefficients A~ are members of C r×r, the space of real or complex matrices of order r, 
and x is a real number. Pn (x) is of degree n if An is not the zero matrix; for orthogonal matrix 
polynomials, the leading coefficient, AN, being nonsingular is important [5,8]. 
In Section 2, we summarize basic facts, and properties to be used, in the following sections-- 
such as about the matrix gamma function or the matrix hypergeometric function. Section 3 
provides the definition of the Jacobi matrix polynomials, P(nA's)(x), for parameter matrices A 
and B whose eigenvalues, z all satisfy Re(z) > -1.  The section also includes development of a 
second-order matrix Sturm-Liouville differential equation which is satisfied by the P(A'B)(x). A 
Rodrigues'-type formula, then integral orthogonality with a premultiplier weight, 
/ (1 -  x)A(1 + x)Bp(A'B)(x)P(mA'B)(X)dx = O, 
1 
n~m,  
are obtained in Section 4. A three-term recurrence 
A D(A,B) -+1"n+1 (x) = (xI - {I + An})P(nA'S)(x) -- An-IP~(A'IB)(x) 
(An+l nonsingular), along with explicit expressions for the coefficient matrices Ai, are given in 
Section 5. The concluding comments in Section 6 include confirmation that the choice A = C - I, 
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B = -C  yields the one matrix-parameter, Chebyshev matrix family {Tn(x, C)}~°=0 obtained 
recently in [6]. 
Throughout this paper, for a matrix A 6 C rxr its spectrum is denoted by a(A). The two-norm 
of A, which will be denoted by [[All, is defined by 
IIAII = sup I IAxlI2 
=.~o Ilxl12 ' 
where, for a vector y e C r, I[Ytl2 = (yHy)l/2 is the Euclidean orm of y. I and 8 will denote the 
identity matrix and the null matrix in C rxr, respectively. 
2. BACKGROUND NOTATION, FACTS, AND PROPERT IES  
There are some basic facts or properties, and some notation or terminology, used throughout 
the development in Sections 3-5. They are listed here for easy referral in the sequel as "facts" or 
"notation", respectively, and references are given where appropriate. 
NOTATION 2.1. For A 6 C rxr, the matrix version of the Pochhammer symbol (the shifted 
factorial) is 
(A)n = A(A+ I) (A+2I ) . . . (A+ (n -  1)I), n > 1, 
with (A)0 =- I. 
Note that ff A = - j I ,  where j is a positive integer, then (A)n = O whenever n > j. 
NOTATION 2.2. For k = O, 1, 2,. . .  
d k 
D k (f(x)) = ~ ( f (x ) ) .  
(See [18, p. 558].) If f (z)  and g(z) are holomorphic functions in an open set f~ of the FACT 2.1. 
complex plane, and if A is a matrix in C r×r for which a(A) C f~, then 
f(A)g(A) = g(A)f(A). (6) 
Hence, if B E C r×r is a matrix for which a(B) C f/Mso, and if AB = BA, then 
f(A)g(B) = g(S)f(A).  (7) 
FACT 2.2. For an arbitrary matrix A 6 C r×r, 
Dk[ tA*m' ]=(A+I ) ,~[ (A+I )m_k] - ' t  A*(m-k)', k=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
FACT 2.3. (See [19, p. 336,556].) For A 6 C ~×r, let a(A) = max{Re(z); z E a(A)}. Then 
ileA, ll _< k! ' t_> O. (8) 
k=0 
As indicated in the introduction, the two-norm for matrices is used throughout. 
FACT 2.4. (See [20, p. 253].) The reciprocal scalar Gamma function, F- l (z)  = 1/F(z), is an 
entire function of the complex variable z. Thus, for any C 6 C rxr, the Riesz-Dunford functional 
calculus [18] shows that F- I (C)  is well defined and is, indeed, the inverse of F(C). Hence: 
if C 6 C rx~ is such that C + nI is invertible for every integer n _> 0, 
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all nonnegative integers n, 
then 
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(c ) .  = r (c  + nI)r- :(c) .  (0) 
(See [21, p. 209].) If P and Q are members of C "×r for which PQ = QP, and if, for 
P + nI, Q + hi, and P + Q + nI are all invertible, 
Here, P and Q axe arbitrary constant matrices in C r×r, and F is the hypergeometric matrix 
function (11). In particular, the hypergeometric matrix function (11) is a solution of (12) under 
the above conditions on matrices A, B, and C; so is a constant postmultiple of it. 
The above facts and notation/definition material will be used throughout the next three sec- 
tions. 
3. DEF IN IT ION AND MATRIX  D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATION 
The Jacobi matrix polynomials are defined in (15) below, then the second-order differential 
equation they satisfy is derived, as Theorem 3.1 of this section. 
where 
W1 (z) = F(A, B; C; z), and 
W2(z) = F (A + I - C, B + I - C; 21 - C; z) z I-C. 
(P, Q) = r(P)F(Q)r-I(P + Q), (10) 
where B(P, Q) denotes the Beta matrix function [21] acting on the pair P, Q. 
FACT 2.6. If A, B, and C are members of C r×r for which 
C + nI  is invertible for every integer n > 0, 
then the hypergeometric matrix function F(A, B; C; z) is defined by 
F(A, B; C; z) = Z (A)n(B)n [(C),~] -a z~" (11) 
n! 
n_>O 
It converges for Izl < 1 [21]. 
FACT 2.7. (See [22].) Consider the hypergeometric matrix differential equation 
• d2W(z) ~z  z) dW(z) 
z (1 -z )  ~ zA +~(C-z (B+I ) ) -AW(z)B=O,  0<[z  I<1,  (12) 
in which A, B,C E C rxr are constant matrices atisfying CB = BC, AC = CA, and 
C + nI is invertible for all integers n > 0. 
Then the general solution of (12) (in some a < Izl < p < 1) is 
W(z) = Wl(z)P + W2(z)Q, (13) 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let A and B be matrices in C rxr satisfying the spectral conditions 
Re(z) > -1, Vz E a(A), and Re(z) > -1, Vz E a(B). (14) 
For any natural number n > 0, the n th Jacobi matrix polynomial P(A'B)(x) is defined by 
p(A ,m(x)  = ~ r ( A  + S + (n + k + 1)I) 
k=o " (15) 
• r - l (A  + B + (n + 1)I)F(B + (n + 1)I)r-X(B + (k + 1)I)(1 + x) k. 
REMARK 3.1. Note that 
n[ F A+B+(n+I ) I , -n I ;B+I ;  F - I (B+I )F(B+(n+I) I ) ,  (16) 
and that for the scalar case r = 1, taking A = a and B = b, and a > -1, b > -1, the n th 
polynomial p(a,b)(x) coincides with the classical scalar Jacobi polynomial, see [23]. 
THEOREM 3.1. For each natural number n > O, the Jacobi matrix polynomial p(A,B) (x) satisfies 
the matrix differential equation 
(1 - x 2) Y"(x) + 2Y'(x)B - (A + B + x (A + B + 2I)) Y'(x) 
(17) 
+n(A + B + (n + 1)I)Y(x) = O, -1 < x < 1. 
PROOF. Consider the matrix differential equation 
z(1 - z )W"(z )  - z~W'(z )  + W' (z )  (~ - z(/~ + I))  - ~W(z)~ = 0, 0 < Izl < 1, (18) 
where a, fl, ~/are matrices in C rxr for which 7fl = fir, and 
(7 + nI) is invertible for all positive integer n _> 0. (19) 
f (a, fi; 7; z) = E (a)n(/~)n [(7)n] -1 zn (20) 
n! n>0 
is therefore a solution of (18) in 0 < [z[ < 1 [22]. Taking z = (x + 1)/2, a = A + B + (n + I)I, 
fl = -h i ,  and 7 = B+I ,  
_ l+x~ 
f A + B + (n + 1) I , -n I ;  B + 1; ~ )  = (--1)nn!p(A'B) (x) 
(21) 
• F -1 (B + (n + 1)I) F(B + I), 
from Remark 3.1. Introduce the notation 
W(1---~ x )  =F(A+B+(n+I ) I , -n I ;B+I ;1 - -2x  ) .  (22) 
Applying the chain rule in (22), 
(23) 
W,, (12x  ) d2 - -  = 4(-1)nn!d-~x 2 (P(A")(x)) F -1 (S + (n + 1)I)F(B + I). 
Taking into account hat 
(~ '~)  l (2B + (l + n -  x - xn)I) B + I - (1 - n) I  = -~ 
and that this term commutes with F -1 (B + (n + 1)I)F(B + I), substituting (22),(23) in (18) and 
postmultiplying by ((-1)n/n!)F -1 (B + I)F(B + (n + 1)I) yields 
(1 - x 2) ~ (P(A"'(x)) - (A  + B 
(24) 
+,  + (o + 
.4  
Thus, P(A'B)(x), as given by (15), satisfies (17) in -1 < x < 1. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.1. For n ~ O, P(A'B)(x) £S a solution of the differential equation 
d-x (1+ x)(1 - \1 - - -~]  J (25) 
+n (A + B + (n + 1)I) (1 - x)A+By(x) (1  + x~ B 
\ l - x /  =e, 
over - l  < x < l. 
PROOF. Premultiplying (17) by (1 - x) A+s and postmultiplying it by ((1 + x)/(1 - x)) s, then 
rearranging yields (25) for -1 < x < 1. | 
REMARK 3.2. Taking A = a and B = b, with a > -1 and b > -1, in (17) produces the scalar 
Jacobi differential equation [17]. 
4. RODRIGUES '  FORMULA AND ORTHOGONALITY 
Two more basic properties of the Jacobi matrix polynomials {P(A'B)(x)}~= o are developed in 
this section. That they enjoy a Rodrigues formula is obtained as Theorem 4.1, through exploita- 
tion of their definition (15) in terms of the hypergeometric matrix function (11). Orthogonality as 
an integral over [-1,1] with a premultiplier weight (1 -x )  A (1 + x) B is the subject of Theorem 4.2 
in Section 4.2. Throughout Section 4, the notation and hypotheses maintained in Section 3 will 
be used: P(A'B)(x) is defined by (15), with the two, parameter matrices atisfying 
Re(z) > -1, for z e a(A), Re(z) >-1 ,  for z • a(B), and AB = BA. (26) 
The second condition (AB = BA) now introduced here ensures that the differential equa- 
tion (17) indeed has the general solution (13), and as well, for later, that p(A,S)(x) and P(m A'B) (x) 
commute. The following terminology will also be employed. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A matrix A e C r×r is called positively stable [13] if 
Re(z) > O, Yz  E a(A). 
4.1. Rodrlgues' Formula 
The following lemma, derived in [6], will be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 4.1. For D and C E C rxr, suppose that D is positively stable, BC  = CB, and that 
C - D + kI and C + kI  are invertible for all nonnegative integers k. 
Then, for It[ < 1, 
F( -n I ,  D ;C ; t )=( I - t )nF( -n I ,  C -D;C ;~_t ) ,  n = 0,1,2, . . . .  
In definition (15), of the Jacobi matrix polynomials, the hypergeometric matrix function 
( F A+B+(n+I ) I , -n I ;B+I ;~ 
is used. One of its properties i  that 
( ( F A+B+(n+I ) I , -n I ;B+I ; - -7  ---F -n I ,  A+B+(n+I ) I ;B+I ;  
(27) 
(28) 
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D d (A + B + (n + 1)I) is positively stable, and let C denote B + I. Then DC = CD and the 
other hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied as well. Hence, 
F ( -n I ,  A + B + (n + I)I;B + I; ~-~ -~) 
(1 F -n I , - (A  +nI);B +I; x+ . 
(29) 
Substituting this last into (16) gives 
x+l)  r_I(B+I)F(B+ (n + 1)I) P(A'S)(x) = (--1)" F2nn!  -h i , - (A  + nI);B + I;-~-Z-~_l] 
n 
_ ( -1 )n ( l _x )  nZ(-n)k(-(A+nI)k)k! ((S+I)k) -1 \x-lj(X+l~k(B+I)'~" 
2nn! k=0 
(30) 
With n! 
(-n)k = { 0,(-17 (n _ k)!' 
equation (30) can be put in the form 
k<_n, 
k>n,  
2nn----~. (-(A + hi)k) ((B + I)k) -1 (S + I ) ,(1 + x)k(1 -- x) "-k. 
k:0 
(31) 
Now, 
( - (A + nI)k) = ( -A - nI)k = (-1)k(A + nI)(A + (n - 1)I). . .  (A + (n - k + 1)I), 
and hence, 
D(k) r[(1 - z) (A+n')] = (-1)k(A + nI)(A + (n - 1)I) . . .  (A + (n - k + 1)I)(1 - x) A+(n-k)I 
= ( - (A + hi)k)(1 - z)A(1 -- x) ~-~. 
Moreover, 
D (n-k) [(1 + x) (B+nl)] = ((B + I )k) - l (B + I)n(1 + x)B(1 + x) k, 
SO (31) can be written in the form 
p(nA'B)(x) = (--1)n (1 -  x)-A(1 +X)-B~ (nk)D(k)[(1-x) (A+nt)] D (n-k) [(1 +x)  (B+~z)] 
2nn! k=O 
Finally, applying Leibniz' rule for differentiations of a product yields that 
p(A,B)(X) = (--1)" (1 -- x)-A(1 + X)-BD (n) [(1 -- x)(A+nl)(1 + X) (s+"l)] 
2nn! 
This result is summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. RODRIGUES' FORMULA. Let A and B 6 C rxr satisfy (26). Then the Jacobi 
matrix polynomials P(nA'B) (X) defined in (15) may be expressed as 
P(A'B)(x) = (--1)n (1 -- x)-A(1 + X)-BD (n) [(1 -- X)(A+nD(1 + x) (B+nl)] 
2nn! 
for n = 0,1,2, . . . .  
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4.2. Or thogona l i ty  
Integral orthogonality over -1  < x < 1, with the premultiplying weight W(x) = (1 - x )A(1  + 
x) B, will now be derived for Jacobi matr ix polynomials P(n A'B) (x) having parameter matrices A 
and B which satisfy (26). A self-adjoint form of the Jacobi matrix differential equation, (25), will 
be useful, and, with it, behavior of certain matrix algebraic expressions involving (1 - x) A (1 + x) B, 
as x --* =i:l, will be important. The first result of use in the development below is as follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and B be members oleC rxr which satisfy (26), and let Q(x) be an arbitrary 
matr/x polynomial. Then 
lim (1 - x 2) (1 - x)A(1 + x)BQ(x) = 8, 
x--.1- 
lim (1 - x 2) (1 - x)A(1 + x)BQ(x) = O. 
x- -~- l+ 
and 
PROOF. Observe that 
(1 - z ~) (1 - x)A(1 + z)SQ(z)  = (1 - z )A+I (1  + z)S+I Q(z). 
We consider the case x --~ 1 -  first. Let V be an open bounded neighborhood of x = 1; Q(x) is 
continuous, and hence, bounded on the closure of V, so 
IIQ(x)II < K1, Vx E V, K1 E R +. 
Recall that for an arbitrary P ~ C rxr,  if sHps  = D + N is its Schur decomposition, and if 
a(P) = max{Re(z);  z e a (P )} ,  
then from (8) 
r-1 (l[Niiv~t)k IleP~JJ < e~CP' {k~__o ~ }. (32) 
Hence, 
where QH(A+I)Q = D+N is the Schur decomposition of the matrix A+I. Since A satisfies (26), 
A + I satisfies 
Re(z) > O, V z e a(A + I), 
soa(A+I )  >0.  Now, fo r0<j_<r -1 ,  
lim t a [log(t)] j = 0, a > 0, 
t--*O+ 
and therefore 
x_~l_(llim . . . . .  x) ~(A+I) Ilog (1 x)l j 0, j = 0, 1,. , r  - 1. 
But then 
O < ,.(1-- x)A+I,. < (1-- X)~(A+I) I~  ("N"x/'rlog(1-- X))k } 
- -  - -  k !  ' 
kk=0 
and since the upper bound in this last expression approaches zero as x ~ 1 - ,  
lim (1 - x) A+I = 8. 
x-*l--  
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For the other component, 
lira (1 + x) B+I = 2 B+x, 
x--*l- 
and, on V, II(1 + x)B+lll is bounded. Consequently, 
0 _< {[(1 - x)A+x(1 + x)'+'Q(x){{ 
< If( 1 - =)A+'ll ll(: + =)'+'ll IIQ(=)II 
K1 If(1 - x)A+, I111(1 + x)'+'{{, 
whence 
x_~l_(llim - x)A+I (1 + x)B+l Q(x) = O. 
In a manner completely analogous to the above, it may be shown that 
x~_l+(llim -- X)2(1 -- x)A(1 + x)BQ(x) = O. II 
For the second stage in the derivation of orthogonality, observe that if the conditions for 
Theorem 4.1 hold, then the self-adjoint form (25) of equation (17) may be written in the form 
~ (1 - :v 2) (1 - x)A(1 + x) B P~A'~)(x) (34) 
+n (.4 + B + (n + 1)I) (1 - x)A(1 + x)Bp(~A'B)(x) = O, --1 < X < 1. 
In this last, the fact that P(A'B)(x) is a solution of (25) has been utilized. 
Multiplying (34) by P(A'B)(x) gives 
d--x (1 - x 2) (1 - x)A(1 + x) B P(A'B)(X) P(A'B)(x) (35) 
+n (A + B + (n + 1)I) (1 - x)A(1 + x)Bp(A")(x)p(A'B)(x) --- 0 
and, after exchanging m and n, 
~xxd [[(1 - x 2) (1 -x)A(1 +x)B--~P(mA'B)(X)]. P(A'B)(X) 
(30) 
+m(A + B + (n + 1)1) (1 - x)A(1 + x)Bp(A'B)(x)p(A'B)(x) = 0. 
Subtracting (35) and (36), and using the fact that Jacobi polynomials commute, 
d d--~ [ (1 -x  ~) (1 -  x)A(1 +x)Bdp(A'B)(X)] P(mA'B)(x) 
d [ (1 -x  2) (1 -  x)A(1 +x)BJ~P(mA'B)(x)I P(nA'B)(x) (37) dx 
+i n -  rn) (A + B + (n + m + 1)I) 
-(1 - x)A(1 -t- x)Bp(A'B)(x)p(A'B)(x) = O, -1 < x < 1. 
Now, it is easy to confirm that 
d J'p.(A,B)lx~ d (A,B)(x~_ 
= ~ (1 -- X 2) (1 -- x)A(1 + x) B P(A'B)(x) P(A'B)(x) (38) 
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and thus (37) may be rewritten as 
d dx [ ( I -x2) ( I -x )A( I+x)B  {p(mA'B)(x)dp(nA'B)(x)--dp(mA'B)(x)P(nA'B)(X)}] (39) 
+(n - m) (A --F B + (n -{- m 4- I ) I ) ( I  - x)A(l + x)Bp(A'B)(x)p(A'B)(x) = O. 
Introduce the notation Q(x) ncA,s), , a .,(A,B), , a n(A,B), ,n(A,B), , = r,:n (x);~r,~ (x) - -~r~n (x).r',~ (x), then integrate 
throughout (39) over -1  < x < 1, 
(n - m) (A + B + (n + m + 1) I) /1(1 - x)A(1 + x)B P(nA,B) (x)pLA,B) (X) dx 
J-1 (40) 
lira (i - x 2) (I - x)A(I + x)BQ(x). = z--.l-lim (1 -- X 2) (1 -- X)A(1 + x)mQ(x) - z-*-l+ 
With application of Lemma 4.2, (40) implies that 
/ _11(1- -x)A( I+x)BP(nA'B)(x)pLA'B)(x)dx =0, 
since n ¢ m and (A + B + ( n + m + 1)I) is invertible. 
For the final stage in the derivation of orthogonality, it is necessary to confirm that 
f~  - dx 1 (1 x)A(I+x)B[p(A'B'(x)] 2
is invertible, for n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
From Rodrigues' formula (Theorem 4.1) 
Observe that, by Lemma 4.2, 
lim D ("- i) 
x--,l- 
lim D (n-l) 
x--*-l+ 
lim D (n-2) 
x--.,l- 
lim D (n-2) 
z--~-l+ 
(-1)- f :  = ~ P(nA'B)(x)D (n) [(1 - X)(A+":)(1 + X) (m+nl)] dx. n! 1 
for n > 1 and 1 _< k <_ n, the following all hold: 
[(I - x)(A+n:)(l + x) (m+nI)] P(nA'B)(X) = O, 
[ ( i  - z)(A+nI)(1 + X) (B+nI)] P(nA'B)(Z) = O, 
[ (1 -  x)(A+n"(1 + X) (B+n/,] P(nA'B)(x) = O, 
[(1 - x)(A+n')(1 +X) (B+nI)] P(A'B)(X) = O, 
and 
xl~Illl_ D (n-k) [(1 - x)(A+nI)(l JcX) (B+nI)] P(nA'B)(X) = O, 
lim D (n-k) [(1 - x)(A+nI)(1 + X) (B+nI)] P(A'B)(X) = O. 
z--*-l+ 
A first application of integration by parts on the right side of (41) produces 
(--1)n f_llP(A'B)(x)D(n) [(1-- x)(A+nD(I + dx 
(-1)" If1 d (A,-)a,D(--1) + n, ~x P~ "-'-- [ (1-  x)(A+nx)(1 x)(B+n:)]] dx 
+(--1)n[D(n-1)[(I_x)(A+nl)(I+x)(B+nl)]p(A'B)(X)] 1 
n! -I ' 
(41) 
(42) 
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and from use of (42), 
(_1)~ 1 
(_1)n+1 1 
n' f_l d P'(a'n)iX)D(n-1) [(X -- x)(t+nO(l + x)(B+nO] dx• 
- -  "~X n X 
Repeating this process n - 1 times more, employing (42) each time, shows that 
1 1 1 n i_ I'-'IA<'+'I" ['.<'><'I]' ": i-, d---~P(A")(X)(I--z)(A+nS)(I+x)('+n')dx. (43) 
Directly from definition (15), however, 
.Na,B)(x)  = r(A + B + (2n + 1))r-~(A + B + (n + 1)I), 
and hence, (43) becomes 
f_ll(1-- x)A(1 + x)B [p(A'B)(x)]2 dx 
(44) 
= 2~n!I'(A + B + (2n + 1))F-I(A + B + (n + 1)I) .)/_1(1 - =)(a+"')(1 + 
t 
x)(B+nI) dx. 
To complete the evaluation of (44), 
(1 - x)(A+nI)(1 Jr X) (B+nl) dx = (1 q- x)(B+nl)(I -- X) (A+nl) dx 
1 
may be obtained in a closed form using the following result [6]. 
LEMMA 4.3• Let D and F in C rxr satisfy 
Re(z) > -1  and Re(w) > -1,  /or 111 z • a(D) and aH w • a(F). 
Then 
f_ "(1 + x)D(1 -- x) f dx = (D + I, F + I) 2D+IB 2F• 1 
In Lemma 4.3, B denotes the Beta matrix function (10). 
Putting D = B + nI and F = A + nI ,  D and F satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.3, and 
consequently 
11(1+ (1 -  = (B+(n+l ) I ,  +(n+l ) I )  x)(B+nl) x)(A+ nl) dx 2B+(n+ l)I ]3 A 2A+nI. 
Thus, by (10) it follows that 
t~(B + (n + 1)I,A + (n + 1)1) = F(B + (n + 1)I)F(A + (n + 1)0F- I (A + S + (2n + 2)•). 
FinMly, substituting this last result into (44) shows that 
f_l  2A+B+I 1 ( (1 - -x )A( I+x)  B [P(A'B)(X)]2 dx = ~I.F,A + B + (2n + I)) 
• r-~(A + B + (n + 1)I)r(B + (n + 1)I)r(A + (n + 1)0r - I (A  + B + (2n + 2)0, 
and hence, f_11(1 -x)A(1 + X)B[.P(A'B)(X)]2 dx is nonsingular. In summary, we have obtained 
the following important result, orthogonality of the Jacobi matrix polynomials, P(,A'B)(x), that 
are defined by (15). 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let A and B in C r×r satisfy (26). Then for any nonnegative integers n and m, 
f_ 11(I - + x)Bp(A'B)(x)p(mA'B)(x) x)A(1 d  
0, nT~m, 
_ 2 A+B+I  
- n! r(A + B + (2n + 1))r - l (A + B + (n + 1)1) 
• r(B + (n + 1)I). r(A + (n + 1)I)r- l(A + S + (2n + 2)I), n = m. 
REMARK 4.1. By Theorem 4.2, the Jacobi matrix polynomial family {P(n A'B) (x)}~= 0 is orthogo- 
nal, in the sense defined in [11,14], with respect to the matrix weight W(x, A, B) = (1--x)A(I-I-X) B 
over [-  1, 1]. 
REMARK 4.2. In the scalar case of Theorem 4.2, the choice A = a and B = b, with a > -1  and 
b > -1,  yields the usual orthogonality for the classical scalar Jacobi polynomials P(na'b)(x) [17]. 
5. THREE-TERM RECURRENCE FORMULA 
The last major property developed here is a three-term recurrence r lation for the Jacobi matrix 
polynomials {p(A,B)(x)}~= ° derived from their orthogonality established by Theorem 4.2. As in 
earlier developments, he parameter matrices A and B will be assumed to satisfy conditions (26). 
To begin, note first in definition (15) that the leading coefficient of P(A'B)(x) is an invertible 
matrix, for n > 1. By Theorem 2.2 of [5], any matrix polynomial of degree n can therefore be 
represented uniquely in the form 
n 
Q(x) = EAkp(A'B)(x),  for some hk E C rxr. (45) 
k=0 
So, by Theorem 4.2 and (45), if P(x) is a matrix polynomial of degree strictly less than n, then 
f_ l P(z)(1 - x)A(1 + x)BP.(A")(x) dx = e. 1 
Now, (1 + x)P(nA'B)(x) is a matrix polynomial of degree n + 1, for n > 0, and hence, from (45), 
n+l 
(1 + x)p(A'B)(x) = E Akp(A")(x)' 
k=O 
(46) 
for some coefficients Ak in C r x r. 
Using Theorem 4.2, and for k = 0, 1,2, . . . ,  n + 1, 
~(1 + x)p(A 'B) (x ) (1  -- x)A(1 + x)Bp(A 'B) (x )  dx  = hkHk; 
1 
(47) 
the coefficient matrices Ak can be determined by Theorem 4.2. Consequently, 
f ~( I+x)P~A'B) (~) ( t - -x )A - ' ( I+x)~P~A'B) (x )dx=O,  I for k+l  <n,  
so that 
(1 + x)P~A'B)(x) = A.-1P~-I(A'B) (z) + A.P~A'B)(z) + h.+IP,~+'i(A s)(z), (4S) 
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which is a three-term recurrence relation from the Jacobi matrix polynomials p(A,B)(x). Iden- 
tifying equal powers of (1 + x) in (48), leads finally to explicit expressions for the recurrence 
coefficient matrices An-l, An, and An+I 
An+l = 2(n + 1)(A + B + (n + 1)I)(A + S + (2n + 1)I)-I(A + S + (2n + 2)I) -1, 
An = -2n(B + nI)(A + B + 2nI) -1 + 2(n + 1)(A + B + (2n + 2)I)-1(B + (n + 1)I), 
h~- i  = (n - 1)(A + B + n I ) - I (B  + nI ) (S + (n - 1)I) 
- 2(n + 1)(A + B + 2nI)(A + S + (2n - 1)I)(A + B + (2n + 1)I) -1 
(49) 
• (A + B + (2n +2) I ) -1 (A+ B +nI)- l (B + nI)(B + (n + 1)I) 
- 2n(A + B + (2n -  1)I)(A + B + n I ) - i (B  + nI)2(A + B + 2hi) -1 
+ (A + B + (2n - 1)I)(A + B + n I ) - l (B  + nI) 
• 2(n+ 1)(A + B + (2n+ 2)I)-1(B + (n + 1)I). 
These results are summarized below. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A and B in C r×r satis[y conditioas (26). Then the Jacobi matr/x polynomials 
{ p(A,B) (X) }~=0 defined in (15) satisfy the three-term atrix recurrence relation 
P(A'B)(X) = O, P(A'8)(X) = I, 
(50) 
hn+lP(A'B)(x) = (xI + {I - hn}) P(A-'l")(x) - An-IP~-lCA'")(x), 
in which An-l ,  An, and An+l in C "xr are given by (49). In (50), A,+I is nor*singular for n >_ O. 
REMARK 5.1. If the matrix order, r, is set to 1 throughout (49),(50), then this recurrence indeed 
collapses to that for the scalar case as provided in [17]. 
6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
The material developed in Sections 3-5 provides everal important properties of the Jacobi 
matrix polynomials P(nA'B)(x) introduced in (15), under the spectral conditions (14) on the 
parameter matrices A and B. The p(A,8) (x) are first shown to satisfy the second-order differential 
equation (17). Then, with the added condition of commutativity, AB -- BA, a Rodrigues' formula 
for the P(n A'B) (x) is derived (Theorem 4.1), orthogonality in the sense provided by Theorem 4.2 
is established and, finally, a three-term recurrence for the P(nA'B)(x) is obtained, as Theorem 5.1. 
Analogous to a special choice for parameters in the scalar ease of the Jaeobi polynomials, we 
have the following. 
REMARK 6.1. If C in C rxr satisfies the spectral condition 
0 < Re(z) < 1, V z E a(C), 
take A = C - I and B = -C;  thus, A and B satisfy conditions (26). Using the Rodrigues' 
formula, Theorem 4.1, then yields that 
P(C-I'-C)(x) = (~n (1 - x)-(C-l)( 1 +x) cD(n) [(1-x)(C-I+n')(1 +x)  (-c+'~')] 
where Tn(x, C) is the Chebyshev matrix polynomial defined in [6]. 
The commutativity condition AB = BA introduced at the beginning of Section 4 permits the 
development in Sections 4 and 5, including establishment of orthogonality of the P(n A'B) (x) using 
the weight W(x) = (1 -x)A(1 + x)B--in partieular, 
 (1 -  )a(1 + = o, n # 
1 
A simple illustration about AB being equal to BA, or not, is informative. 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Let 
(10 ..d , : ( °  0 
A and B satisfy (14), but AB # BA. With definition (15), 
we will see that 
In fact here, 
(1 - x) A = ( 1 x 
0 
Then 
• x, 
1 (A + B + 2I)x + I (A -  B); • = 
L 
~(1 - X)A(1 + X)Bp(A'B)(x)p~A'B)(x) dx # 8. 
1 
0) ( I+x)B_(10 log0+x) )p~A,B) (x )=I (3X+I  x-- l )  
1 ' 1 ' 2 0 2x ' 
; (1  - x)A(1 + x)Bp(A'B)(x)p~A'B)(x) dx 
1 
=!  1 ( l - x  01) (10 log(I-{- 2/-1 o 1 x ) ) (3x f l  
(0 ° 1,001o , ,,) 00 
x -1)2x dx 
That is, without AB = BA, the corresponding Jacobi matrix polynomials P(A'B)(x) defined 
in (15) might not satisfy the orthogonality as given by Theorem 4.2. This matrix case orthogo- 
nality specializes to the traditional orthogonality of the Jacobi polynomials, in the scalar case. 
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